Mitochondria are dynamic cell organelles that constantly undergo fission and fusion events. These dynamical processes, which tightly regulate mitochondrial morphology, are essential for cell physiology. Here we propose an elastocapillary mechanical instability as a mechanism for mitochondrial fission. We experimentally induce mitochondrial fission by rupturing the cell's plasma membrane. We present a stability analysis that successfully explains the observed fission wavelength and the role of mitochondrial morphology in the occurrence of fission events. Our results show that the laws of fluid mechanics can describe mitochondrial morphology and dynamics. Mitochondria are essential compartments of eukaryotic cells, since they supply energy, synthesize key molecules, and regulate calcium levels [1] . They consist of a double lipidic membrane surrounding a matrix. Mitochondria are typically tubular with submicrometric diameter and a length of several micrometers. However, this morphology is very dynamic, as mitochondria can undergo fusion and fission over time scales on the order of seconds to minutes [2] . Understanding the dynamics of mitochondrial morphology holds great importance in current biomedical research, since disruption of mitochondrial dynamics has been linked to neurodegeneration in Alzheimer's, Huntington's, and Parkinson's diseases [1] . Mitochondrial fission, i.e., the split of a mitochondrion into several smaller ones, is regulated by proteins of the dynamin superfamily, which form spirals around the outer mitochondrial membrane and sever it [3] . Significant mitochondrial fission is observed following stimuli that initiate apoptotic cell death [4] . Mitochondrial fission is also observed following pore formation in the cell's plasma membrane induced by bacterial infection [5] . In the latter case, the mitochondrial fission mechanism remains unknown, as such fission events do not require the canonical fission machinery regulated by dynamin-like proteins [6] .
In this Letter, we propose that mitochondrial fission can be induced by a mechanical instability. To study mitochondrial fission following the loss of integrity of the cell's plasma membrane, of relevance to understanding bacterialinduced mitochondrial fission, we developed the experimental setup illustrated in Fig. 1 . A detailed description of the experimental protocol is provided in the Supplemental Material [7] . Briefly, primary bovine aortic endothelial cells were plated at a subconfluent density on a glass-bottom dish. Before experiments, cells were incubated with the mitochondrial fluorescent probe MitoTracker. We used a glass micropipette to impact and locally rupture the cell's plasma membrane. The micropipette body was bent to a 45°a ngle, so that its tip could be positioned perpendicular to the plane where the endothelial cells adhered (see the inset in Fig. 1 ). The setup was mounted on an inverted microscope equipped with a 100× objective. Experiments were performed at 37°C using a heating stage on the microscope. Time lapse movies were acquired at a rate of 2 frames per second, with a 200 ms exposure time.
A typical time evolution of mitochondrial morphology following plasma membrane disruption is shown in Fig. 2 (see also Movie 1 in the Supplemental Material). The inset shows how mitochondria, which initially have a tubular shape, may fission into smaller fragments, which then become round over a typical time on the order of 15 s. As seen in the inset, longer mitochondria tend to fission into several fragments (right-pointing black arrows in Fig. 2 ), whereas shorter mitochondria tend not to fission but to simply become round following plasma membrane disruption (white arrows in Fig. 2 ). Such mitochondrial fission events require the plasma membrane to be disrupted, which can be attained by a mechanical shock or by other means, such as a hypotonic osmotic shock or saponin-induced plasma membrane permeabilization (see the Supplemental Material).
The observed mitochondrial fission resembles the classic capillary instability of a liquid cylinder, first described by Plateau [12] and Rayleigh [13] and illustrated in the snapshots in the bottom row of Fig. 2 . An analogy with the Plateau-Rayleigh instability has previously been exploited to explain the emergence of "pearling" states in lipid tubes [14] as well as pattern development during the growth of biological tubes [15] . Similar to these previous studies, we assume that the mitochondrial mechanics are characterized by a membrane tension γ and by a mechanical resistance to deformation. In the pearling instability of lipid tubes described in Ref. [14] , the dominant resistance to deformation is the bending rigidity of the lipid membrane. In mitochondria, this bending resistance scales as B=R 2 0 ≈ 10 −6 J=m 2 , where B ≈ 5 × 10 −20 J is the bending modulus of a lipid membrane and R 0 ≈ 200 nm is the typical undeformed mitochondrial radius. This bending resistance is 1 order of magnitude smaller than the typical mitochondrial membrane tension, which tends to round the mitochondrion and has previously been reported to be of the order of γ ≈ 10 −5 J=m 2 [16] . Unperturbed mitochondria remain tubular, and thus they must possess an additional resistance to deformation, which we represent by an effective elastic modulus E. We propose that this dominant elastic resistance arises from the mitochondrial inner membrane folds, known as cristae. Cristae have been observed to connect to each other [17] , thus forming a three-dimensional network that resists deformation. The structure of this network is, however, very sensitive to biochemical perturbations [17] , which can reorganize the cristae and thus alter the value of E.
In the mechanical picture we propose, mitochondrial shape depends on the ratio between E and γ, which is a form of the elastocapillary number [18] , here defined as N EC ≡ Ed 0 =γ, where d 0 is the membrane thickness. In the tubular configuration, N EC > 1 and the cylindrical shape is stable. However, upon rupture of the cell's plasma membrane, mitochondrial mechanical properties change so that N EC decreases, yielding a morphological change towards the spherical shape. The molecular processes inducing this mechanical change remain to be determined. A first candidate process is a pressure increase inside the mitochondrion, which would increase γ. Indeed, repeating our experiments in hypertonic conditions (which induce mitochondrion shrinking and a reduction of γ) results in a decreased incidence of mitochondrial fission, whereas hypotonic conditions have the opposite effect (see the Supplemental Material). A second candidate process is a change in the transmembrane potential across the inner mitochondrial membrane, which has been correlated to changes in the inner membrane topology [19] and in its elastic properties [20] , thus reducing E. Indeed, experiments using mitochondrial membrane potential sensors [21] (rhodamine 123 and MitoTracker) show a reduction of membrane potential following plasma membrane rupture (see Supplemental Figs. 5 and 6). Mitochondrial membrane potential may be modified by ion entry upon plasma membrane rupture. Indeed, membrane potential and mitochondrial fission are sensitive to the intracellular concentration of calcium [22] or potassium [23] . One should also [24] . Our description, however, does not account for this association because there is evidence that mitochondrial morphology is not perturbed by disrupting mitochondrial links to the cell's cytoskeleton [25, 26] . Indeed, treatment with pharmacological agents that disrupt the cytoskeleton does not significantly affect either the onset of the instability or the dynamics of shape change (see Supplemental Figs. 2 and 3) .
Here we investigate the stability of the tubular mitochondrial shape as a function of the dimensionless number N EC . Unlike Ref. [14] , our study not only considers the stability of equilibrium states but also the dynamics of perturbation growth. We consider varicose perturbations [13] and idealize the mitochondrion, which originally has a large aspect ratio (see Fig. 2 ), as an infinitely long, perturbed cylinder [ Fig. 3(a) ], whose local radius is given by
Here, R 0 is the undeformed radius of the mitochondrion, ϵ expfσtg ≪ R 0 is the amplitude of the varicose perturbation, k is its wave number, σ is the inverse of the characteristic time of growth (if σ > 0) or decay (if σ < 0) of the perturbation, z is the longitudinal coordinate along the mitochondrial axis, and t is the elapsed time. In Eq. (1) and in all the complex expressions that follow, it is understood that only the real part is kept on each side of the equations. We perform a linear analysis including terms up to order ϵ=R 0 , whereas all higher-order terms are neglected. Mechanically, we describe the mitochondrial matrix as a Newtonian fluid of dynamic viscosity μ, significantly larger than that of water [27, 28] . For a typical radius R 0 ≈ 0.1 μm and a typical deformation speed u ≈ 0.01 μm=s, the Reynolds number of the matrix flow is expected to be Re ¼ ρuR 0 =μ < 10 −10 ≪ 1. The flow is thus described by the axisymmetric Stokes equations:
where p is the pressure relative to the mitochondrial exterior, and u and w are, respectively, the radial (r) and longitudinal (z) velocity components [see Fig. 3(a) ]. The continuity equation reads:
The flow field inside the mitochondrion is subjected to the following kinematic boundary conditions at the mitochondrial membrane:
The dynamic boundary condition at the mitochondrial membrane is p − 2μ ∂u ∂r
where the right-hand side includes a first term representing the capillary force due to membrane tension and a second term representing the elastic force due to mitochondrion stretching [29] . Equation (5) assumes that the membrane bending resistance can be neglected compared to the stretching resistance, which is a reasonable assumption for biological membranes [30] . By solving Equations (2) and (3) subjected to the conditions given by Eqs. (4) and (5) (see the Supplemental Material for mathematical details), we obtain the following dispersion relationship:
The last factor, involving modified Bessel functions of the first kind, is positive for all x 0 > 0. Thus, the criterion for instability is x 2 0 < 1 − N EC . Equivalently, instability occurs for wavelengths λ such that
Equation (7) suggests the following explanation of the observed mitochondrial fission: originally, the mitochondrial resistance to deformation is sufficiently large so that elasticity dominates membrane tension and N EC > 1. In this case, Eq. (7) has no real solution and the cylindrical shape of 
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week ending 21 AUGUST 2015 088102-3 the mitochondrion is stable. Upon plasma membrane rupture, the mechanical properties of mitochondria are altered and the ratio E=γ decreases, so that N EC < 1 and the tubular shape becomes unstable. If we suppose that the reduction in E=γ is of at least 1 order of magnitude, so that N EC ≈ 0.1, we deduce λ min ≈ 2.1πR 0 . It is noted that our results are insensitive to the specific value assumed for N EC , as long as it is significantly smaller than 1. Indeed, assuming any other value of N EC ≤ 0.1 only changes the results by at most 5%. In order to fission into two smaller units, the original mitochondrial length L 0 needs to be at least about twice this minimal wavelength; thus, L 0;min ≈ 2λ min ¼ 4.2πR 0 . Figure 4 (a) shows that this relationship quite accurately separates experimentally observed stable (nonfissioning) versus unstable (fissioning) mitochondria, as a function of their observed initial radius R 0 and length L 0 . This result offers a mechanical explanation of why the fissioning rate of mitochondria in neurons has been observed to strongly increase with mitochondrial length [31] . 
The maximum of the solid line is reached at x 0 ¼ 0.66 and σ ¼ 0.012γ=ðμR 0 Þ. This result implies that, for fissioning mitochondria, the typical length of the instability is expected to be λ ¼ 2πR 0 =x 0 ≈ 9.5R 0 . This prediction is in close agreement with the typical mitochondrial fragment size that we observe experimentally just after fission, as shown in Fig. 4(c) , as well as with observations reported in the literature that neural mitochondria longer than about 3 μm have a significantly increased probability of undergoing fission [31] .
Once the tubular shape has become unstable, the evolution dynamics of the mitochondrial fragments towards their final spheroidal shape is a nonlinear phenomenon. Here we propose a simple description of these dynamics using scaling arguments. Mitochondrial shape relaxation [ Fig. 3(b) ] is governed by a balance between membrane tension, which tends to round mitochondria, and viscous dissipation, which resists deformation. The mitochondrial surface energy can be written as E ¼ γS ≈ 4γA, where S is the mitochondrial surface area and A is the projected surface area as visualized in a microscope image. By scaling the velocity gradient as j∇uj ∼ ð−dL=dtÞ=ðL=2 − R ∞ Þ, which is approximated as a constant over the mitochondrial volume, the viscous energy dissipation can be approximated by
where R and L are the radius and length of the mitochondrial fragment at time t, and R ∞ is the final radius of the mitochondrial fragment once it has reached its final shape [see Fig. 3(b) ]. To simplify the above expression, the total mitochondrial volume has been approximated by πR 2 ðL − 2R ∞ Þ when performing the integral. It is noted that elastic effects are neglected in Eq. (8) . This is consistent with the necessary condition for the instability to arise N EC < 1, implying that surface tension effects dominate elasticity. Assuming that the mitochondrial fragment is ellipsoidal, conservation of volume requires that
where R 0 and L 0 are the initial radius and length of the mitochondrial fragment.
1=3 . Conservation of volume together with Eq. (8) yields
where
2=3 is the final projected surface area of the mitochondrion, and τ ¼ μR ∞ =ð2γÞ is the characteristic shape relaxation time. Figure 4(d) shows the experimentally observed evolution of the mitochondrial area, normalized according to the scaling suggested by Eq. (9) . Normalized values for different mitochondria are well fitted by the theoretical prediction, with the only fitting parameter being γ=μ ¼ 0.045 μm=s. This value corresponds to a typical time for shape relaxation of τ ∼ 10 s. We can use our results to infer estimates of the mitochondrial mechanical properties. A previous study of micropipette aspiration of isolated mitochondria reported a mitochondrial membrane tension of the order of γ ≈ 10 −5 N=m [16] . This together with our measurement of γ=μ yields an estimate of the mitochondrial viscosity of μ ≈ 200 Pa s, which is of the same order of magnitude as the typical viscosity of a whole cell [32] . If we assume N EC ≈ 1 and a double-membrane thickness d 0 ≈ 10 nm, we deduce E ≈ 10 3 Pa. Indeed, mitochondria aspirated into a micropipette deform over a typical time of about 200 ms [16] , which matches our estimate of μ=E, the characteristic time of deformation of a viscoelastic body.
In conclusion, our results strongly suggest that mechanical phenomena play an important role in regulating mitochondrial morphology. A change in the mitochondrial mechanical properties, for example, due to a reduction in the effective elastic modulus, suffices to initiate fission of a mitochondrion into smaller fragments. Once the mechanical perturbation occurs, mitochondrial fission and rounding occur spontaneously, without the need for further intervention by auxiliary proteins. The mechanical instability we have described explains the biological observation that the occurrence of fission is dependent on mitochondrial length, as longer mitochondria become unstable more readily upon a mechanical perturbation.
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